
Join in the dancing – A Swedish Folk Dance Mass

“Join in the dancing” (Träd in i dansen), by Per Harling, is an unusual setting of Holy Communion that includes 
Swedish traditional folk dance rhythms like schottische, hambo, polka and waltz. Besides singers and instrumenta-
lists, “Join in the dancing” calls for folk dancers to take part in the worship. Published in 1994 “Join in the dancing” 
(the Swedish literally means “Step into the dance”) continues to be highly popular throughout Sweden and the 
other Scandinavian countries. It has also been celebrated many times in English in the USA as well as in Spanish 
in Argentina.

Per Harling wrote in the foreword to the Swedish publication of the Mass: “In the Swedish Folk Dance Mass we 
want to remain faithful to our own popular, bodily musical culture. The church has traditionally maintained a cer-
tain distance from the folk music of Sweden. Church music has been of one kind, popular music of another. This 
mass does not claim to be a fully folk music piece, but rather a popular musical mass – expressing the framework 
from which our common folk dance rhythms come. Psalm 87:7 has proclaimed: ‘Singers and dancers alike say: All 
my springs are in you’. The church has for a long time said: ‘Song? Yes, indeed. Dance? No!’ The church has al-
ways been wary of bodily participation in the liturgy. Congregations have limited bodily participation in the liturgy 
to standing up or sitting down. In the general culture, in contrast, folk dancing has been an expression for popular 
joy, the body’s song of praise. Remarkably this has never come to expression in liturgical form – until now. 
”Susanne Bågenfelt arranged the music for parts of this folk dance mass. She also composed Sanna’s Church 
March. “Sanna” is her nickname.
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The English and the Swedish-speaking congregations will celebrate together 
Per Harling’s Swedish Folk Mass as part of the commemorations of the 50th 
anniversary of the presence of the Swedish Lutherans in Switzerland. The 
worship will take place on October 9th at 11h00 at the Lutheran Church of
Geneva. Pastor Per Harling and I will be presiding and Bishop Sven-Bernhard 
Fast will be preaching. Bishop Fast is the bishop of the Diocese of Visby in 
Sweden as well as as the bishop of the Swedish Church Abroad, which 
means more than 50 communities around the world. 

Come for the feast! Arrive early to make sure you get a seat.

Join in the dancing!

Invite Someone to Church!
By Ralston Deffenbaugh, Chair of the Congregational Committee

Our church, like many Lutheran churches around the world, is called the Evangelical Lutheran Church. What 
does this word mean? It comes from the same Greek root as Gospel—meaning “Good News.” So we might as 
well call our church the Good News Lutheran Church. In fact, one of the Lutheran churches in Papua New 
Guinea has that as its name in Pidgin: the Gutnius Lutheran Church. 

How are we at sharing that Good News? In North America, the Evangelical Lutheran Churches have a reputation 
as being welcoming places—people who come to the church are received warmly—but not such a reputation as 
being inviting places. In fact, a survey found that on average, North American Lutherans invite someone else to 
their church only once or twice a year.
 
We can do much better here in Geneva! (And in fact, I suspect that we already do.) Meeting someone newly 
arrived in Geneva is a natural opportunity to ask settling-in questions: Where have you found a place to live? 
Where are you working? What is your spouse doing? Where are the kids going to school? It’s easy to add to that 
list this question: Have you found a church home yet?  

That then gives a great opportunity to share the Good News about the life and ministry of our Evangelical 
Lutheran Church in Geneva. Invite someone to church!
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Rendez-vous with Kristine Greenaway

When did you come to Geneva? Why? I moved to 
Geneva from Toronto, Canada in 1999 when I was 
appointed Director of Communication for the World 
Council of Churches. I was at a point in my life when I 
was looking for a change and that was certainly a 
change!

Three adjectives that describe who you are? Do 
you resemble your friends? The adjectives prim, 
friendly, independent would fit me. My friends 
resemble what I would like to be!

From whom have you learned the most? What is it 
that you have learned from him? I learned the most 
from my father, a United Church of Canada minister. I 
was very close to him and he taught me three key 
things: to do the best I could with the gifts God gave 
me; to think of others before thinking of myself; and 
that the church is an imperfect institution that could 
only have survived its imperfections because  there is 
a God! He would say that with a twinkle in his eye and 
a heart heavy with the weight of experience.

Which traits do you appreciate in the opposite 
gender? I like a man with a sense of humour, who 
likes to listen to what others have to say and is willing 
to make joint decisions.

Our Congregation…. Our Sunday service… I like 
that our congregation is multi-national and 
ecumenical. On Sundays I look forward to singing 
music that is upbeat and celebratory and music that is 
achingly sad - two dimensions of our spiritual lives.

A strong childhood memory? What did your 
Sundays look like in those days? My earliest 
memory is of a Sunday afternoon drive across the 
prairies. It was late in the afternoon and the sun 
was golden and slanting across the wheat fields as 
we stopped by a small white clapboard church to 
peer inside. Dad held me up so I could see. The air 
was dusty - backlit by the sun - as I looked in at the 
rows of wooden pews. Mum says I must have been 
18 months old. 
Sunday afternoon drives out onto the prairies from 
my home city, Saskatoon, were a regular part of 
family Sundays. In the morning Mum, my sister 
Kathryn and I would go to our suburban church 
where I sang in the choir and then went down to 
Sunday School. Dad, who was a hospital chaplain, 
led services in the hospital chapel. In the evenings 
we had a formal Sunday dinner in the dining room 
with roast beef served on fine china.  My sister and 
I had to have clean hands, brushed hair and our 
best manners. It was a lovely family time.

Your prettiest landscape… where? There is no 
doubt it is the view from a friend’s chalet deck in St-
Luc, high in the Alps. We can see two mountains 
from there: Tignoussa and Weisshorn.  The view is 
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always changing. I will never, ever tire of it.

The perfect dinner? The perfect dinner company? The 
perfect dinner for me these days is raclette with friends. 
The perfect dinner companions are people with stories to 
tell and who love to listen to others’ stories, people who 
love to laugh and who are able to cry together too.

God? Prayer? God is a constant presence in my life. I try 
to stop and focus on that several times a day. I pray 
when I wake in the morning and again over supper.

In love for the first time… I was eight years old and in the 
third grade of primary school. His name was Doug and 
he gave me a ring with a red stone in it. We were going 
to go to Africa together because he knew that there was 
a valley where we could still find dinosaurs.

Your greatest virtue? And vice…? My greatest virtue is 
also my greatest vice. I am loyal and my loyalty, once 
given, will last perhaps beyond the point when it should.

Your best decision? My best decision was to move to 
Switzerland and to then become part of this 
congregation.

At the highest summit: which painting? Which book? 
Which movie? Which music? This is a tough question 
because I love art, literature, movies and music! How 
can I choose one favourite for each? Well, here’s a try. 
Painting: Mona Lisa by Leonardo da Vinci because it is 
from the Renaissance, a favourite period, and because it 
represents the work of a man whose interests were so 
wide-ranging.  Literature: Winnie the Pooh by A.A. Milne 
because my dad read it to me at bedtime as a child and 
then told me the stories again in the middle of the night 
when I was coughing so hard I couldn’t sleep. His telling 
of those stories enchanted and comforted me. Movie: 
Raise the Red Lantern by Yimou Zhang from China. It is 
the beautifully filmed and acted tragic story of a young 
woman taken as a concubine into a cruel and closed 
household. Music: Jazz. I really like Miles Davis, Chick 
Corea, Oscar Peterson, Diana Krall, Billie Holiday and 
Ella Fitzgerald.
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We find the story of Esther in the Hebrew scriptures 
between the book of the prophet Nehemiah and the 
account of the trials of Job. It is a short book, only 
10 chapters long, and is more of a narrative than a 
theological or prophetic treatise. This story of how a 
beautiful young woman saves her people from 
death is one of my favourites in the Bible. It is an 
example of the vivid Old Testament stories featuring 
a rich cast of characters that caught my imagination 
as a child with their colourful clothes, big gestures, 
and heroic trials and tribulations. 
The Bible I took to Sunday School was the 
illustrated King James version with full-colour 
images of Old Testament heroes and heroines. I 
preferred those pictures to the ones in my Sunday 
School book that featured modern children wearing 
shorts and striped t-shirts like those I wore. In those 
contemporary images I missed the majesty and 
pageantry of the Biblical stories. 
The story of Esther has all of the epic grandeur 
displayed in the pictures in my childhood Bible. It is 
a story of romance between a king and a queen and 
of the loyalty of a woman to her people and their 
faith. Esther’s story involves intrigue, violence and 
revenge. And it leads to the creation of a tradition of 
generous giving.
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Secondary school, what was that all about? And 
what did your country look like in those days? At 
secondary school I excelled in academics and was 
active in theatre. I still have friends from that period. 
Many of us were in the church youth group. It was 
even cool to belong. I see my country in those years 
through rose-tinted glasses. We had adopted 
socialized medicine and were welcoming refugees, 
first from Hungary, then from Uganda and Chile. 

Your greatest fear? Death. I love life on earth too 
much to face the reality that it must end.

After secondary school, what was your next step? 
Did you have a ‘master plan’ for your future? I went 
to France to be an “au pair” girl (mother’s helper) in 
order to learn French. What a great adventure. I 
want someday to write a memoir of that year. I didn’t 
have a master plan for my future by the time I got 
back to Canada. I had learned in France that I had a 
lot to learn and I was open to whatever life would 
bring.

Going out, friendships, relations, how did you do that 
in those days? I was free to date at the end of my 
first year of secondary school. I had friends and I 
dated a lot. I enjoyed being active in church, school 
and social activities. I took leadership training, 
worked in the summers, volunteered in a hospital 
and immersed myself in amateur theatre.

If you would be Prime Minister for one day…? Our 
leaders, what’s the point they’re missing? Is there 

hope for our world? If I were to be Prime Minister 
of Canada for a day, I would be sure that by 
sundown there would be enforceable legislation for 
pollution control and sustainable levels of resource 
extraction. Our leaders are missing the point that 
without that type of legislation there will be no 
tomorrow. We will suffocate in our own waste and 
die on a barren planet. I’m not at all sure there is 
hope that we will learn that lesson in time to save 
our lives and the life of the planet.

Geneva, what is that for you? Geneva is a 
wonderful city for me. It is a city of friends and new 
discoveries. Each time I walk over the Mont Blanc 
bridge after church, I look for the swans, admire 
the boats and soak in the ambiance.

How do you relax? Relax? Now there’s a concept 
... must try it out some day.

What is your motto in life? Where did that come 
from? Live each day to the fullest. My dad died 
shortly after his 54th birthday. Ever since I have 
been conscious of being blessed to be alive.

Life… do you think you have figured it out now…? I 
haven’t figured life out. I just keep learning and 
unlearning more and more. Some of my lessons 
about life have hurt. Some have been reflective. 
All have shaped me into whatever I am today.

(respectfully submitted by Maarten Wilbers)

Of Queen Esther and her descendents
by Kristine Greenaway

The Queen Esther Mosaics of Lilian Broca
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Esther was chosen by King Ahasuerus for his harem because of her great beauty. He soon came to also 
appreciate her character and made her queen. But he did not know she was Jewish. When Haman, a sworn 
enemy of the Jewish people, gained enough power to convince the king to have the Jews killed and their wealth 
plundered for the king’s coffers, Esther’s adopted father, Mordecai, convinced her to go to the king to plead for 
his life and the lives of her people. In doing this, she would be putting her own life at risk with no guarantee of 
success. Before going to the king with her request, she prayed and fasted and invited her people to do the 
same. When she was ready, she went to the king and used everything she had - her beauty, brains and charms - 
to take on and defeat the second most powerful man in the kingdom and to convince the king to have the edict 
against her people changed. Since then, each year at Purim, Jews remember her courage and share gifts with 
each other and with the poor. 

Esther’s story reminds me of two modern-day Esthers. 

Karen Ridd, a young Canadian, served in El Salvador as an ecumenical accompanier some 20 years ago. 
Ridd’s assignment was to stay with a Colombian human rights activist at all times in order to deter Salvadorian 
government agents from interfering with her. The theory was that if a North American was with a rights activist, 
the person would be less at risk. When the woman was arrested, Ridd was taken to prison with her. While in 
separate cells waiting for their fate to be decided, Ridd could hear prisoners being tortured. But when Canadian 
diplomats came to release her and she saw that the Colombian woman wasn’t in the reception area waiting to 
leave with her, Ridd turned around and went back to her cell. She refused to leave until the woman she was 
there to protect was released with her.

Beryl Culp, a home maker in her 70’s living in a small agricultural community near Niagara Falls in Canada, 
came from a family with deep roots in conservative Christianity. But when her grandson told her he was gay and 
introduced her to his partner, she embraced them both. Then she admitted she didn’t really understand what it 
meant to be gay and signed up for a series of evening seminars she attended with her grandson to learn about 
homosexuality. Over time she trained to become a counsellor at a hospice for men in their last days of living with 
AIDS. She spent countless hours at the bedsides of young men as they lived their final hours. Most members of 
her family never understood nor agreed with what she was doing. But her grandson did. She accompanied him 
and “his people” in an act of solidarity and deep faith for years despite her family’s disapproval.

These two women whose stories have touched my life are not heroines in flowing robes from another era. They 
are women of today. Dressed like me. Their stories though are every bit as grand and glorious as Esther’s.  

Each person in our congregation knows women like these. Women who have stood up for people in danger or 
distress and have done so at great risk to themselves. We are each the stronger for having their stories to 
inspire us.
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Soup Kitchen
By Valerie Marinoni

Once a month on a Saturday, our church volunteers to cook and serve a 
meal at the Jardin de Montbrillant, a Soup Kitchen behind the main 
station. This entails bringing all the ingredients and cooking for between 
120 and 150 homeless or destitute people. During the week, a team of 
staff prepare lunch there, but local communities like ours take on the job 
over the weekend. 
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We have to be there by ten on the Saturday 
morning - no later! and start chopping immediately 
4 kgs of onions and the same of carrots, courgettes 
and other vegetables, slicing the kilos of chicken 
and then cooking so that everything is ready by 12 -
quite a job, but such fun. 
We do need to be 8 people though, otherwise it is a 
bit hectic. When the doors open at 12 and people 
begin to come inside, the chicken Red Thai curry 
and the vegetarian chickpea Indian curry, the 10 
kilos of rice and the bowls of salad are ready. The 
youngest member of our team is waiting to hand 
out the fruit or a cupcake. Baskets of bread are on 
the tables and we are standing behind the counter 
ready to serve and to wish everyone a "bon 
appétit". 

When they have finished, our guests wash up their own plate. We still have to 
clear up and wipe the tables clear, but how good it is to hear someone ask why 
we don't come every day, or compliment us on our cooking and thank us for the 
tasty meal. 

Have you ever been on our team? Do come chop with me, come chop and 
chop away! Just put your name on the sign-up sheet after the Sunday service, 
the coordinator (either Andrew Bauer-Moore, Valerie Marinoni or someone 
else) will be in touch during the week to remind you. 
And it's an excellent family activity too.

Empty nest
By John Evans-Klock

Cory and Jasper went away for the third time, for the new 
school year this September. It is the same ache, only different. 
The first time we were in shock, the second time I knew what 
we were in for but noticed it was less of a trial, and I suppose 
this time the familiarity of it may be more painful than the 
actual impact of missing them again.  It begins to hint of many 
partings to come – of seeing them only for a week or a 
weekend, now and then. They have their own life now.
Somehow all of the earlier stages of parenthood seemed to be 
so critical that Chris and I went and found books to read on the 
subject. We had to get it right, whatever it was, for fear our 
children might suffer. Being an empty-nest couple is mostly a 
matter of adjustment on our part, so we haven’t gone looking 
for books. We just muddle through.
It’s all a bit self-indulgent, anyway, thinking about how I miss them. My parents had to do without Skype or the 
internet. “Snail mail” was the only kind of mail they got from us. We are happy that we get to keep in touch, and we 
“hear” from them either aloud or typing every week. There is more time now for us to say hello to our own parents, 
and now I realize, of course, what they faced when my brothers and I moved out, which they live with still.
There is more time for everything, really. Chris and I are both getting more exercise, which we needed. I have 
fewer late nights getting work done on urgent deadlines. Sometimes time even hangs heavy on my hands, 
reminding me of how much time went into reading to them or going places with them, creating projects or doing 
chores, or even just driving them to and from various activities. It used to give a kind of direction to my life.  
In some odd ways, Cory and Jasper still seem to represent direction in my life. For one thing, the whole business 
of providing for them has not gone away. It is less concrete and more abstract, but I still think about it. Teaching 
economics I have long noted the irony that people don’t really have much money until they reach the stage in life 
when they don’t need so much anymore. Young families need free time and ample money much more than we do 
at our age, and usually have much less, as we did 20 years ago. But since we have the earnings now, we plan 
ahead, both for the long years without earning power, and for the boys’ more urgent needs after college. We don’t 
cling to our parenting role, but it remains with us as part of the package.
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The day-by-day and moment-by-moment pressure of taking care of them is past. It was a gradual decline, but 
it is pretty much over with. But the momentum of caring about them continues. I still orient myself around my 
role as a parent and the things I do for the boys. I think about what they might do with their careers, who they 
might fall in love with, what directions they might take. I pray for them, and wonder how I can help them deal 
with the rough spots, without interfering.   
The whole continuation reminds me of the follow-through motion in tennis or baseball. You don’t want to 
abruptly cut it off – the “unnecessary” but natural extra movement is part of the vigor of the original effort. In a 
very real way they are still with us – the time spent singing to them or trying to explain things is still part of who 
I am, not just as a memory but also as a trajectory. I still seek to be that person, even though I can no longer 
express it in those ways.

Another Sunday, Another Church
By Jeff Kolb

We drove past the abandoned Studebaker auto facto-
ry on our way to church this morning. My car, rented 
for me by the department, is a 4-meter-long Buick 
Grand Marquis. I'm not sure it's really much of an up-
grade once the fuel efficiency is taken into account. 
The smooth leather and crisp LED display mingle 
with the overgrown lawns and abandoned furniture 
alongside the road.
We're on the wrong side of town. The corner store 
across the street has rusty iron bars covering the 
windows, obscuring the neon cigarette signs on the i
nside. The friend with whom I'm attending church 
tells me that the store has been robbed at gunpoint 
so often that the owner stopped calling the police. 
The church is an old (by American standards) Hunga-
rian Catholic church, which turned Episcopal some-
time in the mid 20th century. Some of the old women 
still remember the Hungarian dances and the stream 
of church and cultural holidays that consumed the 
lives of the congregation. The rector is an intriguing 
woman in her early 60s, while the other priest wears 
long graying dreadlocks and quietly informs me that 
he's a professor of art at the university. The communi-
ty garden beside the rectory intrigues me. A place to 
get my hands dirty ?
Today, the sanctuary holds about 15 people, not inclu-
ding myself, my friend and the priests. An old woman 
here, and middle-aged man over there, a young 
couple... at this point, they're nothing more than a 

For years, Jeff and Ruthie 
Kolb, with Eva and 
Emmanuel, were familiar 
faces in our Congregation -
 and a major force in our 
choir! This summer Jeff 
switched jobs, leaving his 
research position at CERN 
for a post-doc position at 
South Bend, Indiana. Here 
are Jeff’s impressions of 
their search for a new 
church home – an all too 
familiar process for many 
of us…

first impression, and all trouble that my prejudices 
can work with such impressions. Ruthie, Eva, and 
Emmanuel are still at my parents' house. How 
would they fit in here? There's no childcare, not 
even a nursery. It's a high-church Episcopal liturgy, 
replete with smell and bells and a deep solemnity. 
Could Emmanuel play in the back? When would 
Eva get to dance?
As I'm thinking these thoughts, I've been in the 
States for less than 24 hours. Who would have 
though that I'd have so much culture shock on my 
return to the States? I'm beginning to realize just 
how much family and familiarity we left behind in 
Geneva, at ELCG. Did the realization have to 
come this quickly, and this sharply?
The next Sunday, now with the whole family, we 
make our way to a different Episcopal Church, on 
the ‘other’ side of town. There's a familiarity to the 
liturgy: many of the little pieces are shared by 
Lutherans and Episcopalians. But there are no 
prayers from Terry; no blessings from Lus. I'm 
fumbling with the Book of Common Prayer, trying 
look as if I know what page to turn to next, and 
trying to keep Emmanuel from smashing his train 
into the kneeling bar. There are a few other young 
children in the room, under various stages of 
parental control. Maybe we could eventually find a 
home here. Maybe. Yet, it's hard to think about 
making a home among this room full of first 
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Refreshments after Worship

Every week a neighbourhood group prepares 
refreshments after worship. 

If you are not sure which group you belong to, please 
contact the church office.

2 October: A (Nyon, Coppet, Crans, Gex, Ferney-Voltaire, etc.)

9 October: B (Versoix, Bellevue, Chambésy, etc.)

16 October: C (Meyrin, Vernier, Chatelaine, Lignon, etc.)

23 October: D (Grand-Saconnex and Petit-Saconnex)

Regular Activities in our Church

Sunday Worship at 11h00
Christian Education Programme
Adult Forum, 10h00 (at the Spaghetti 
Factory)
Church School, 3-12 year old, 11h00
Sunday Play, under 3 year old, 11h00
Confirmation class, every Wednesday, 
16h30 (third floor)
Thursday morning bible study, at the 
Open House of the Ecumenical Center, 
09h30
Adult choir, every Thursday at 20h00
Prayer group, every other Monday at 
20h00
Worship in French
First Saturday of each month at 18h00
at the church (cave vouteé)
Concerts for Peace
Second Friday of each month
Our Church is open 
Monday to Friday from 12h00-17h00
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impressions and unknown faces.
Too soon, Sunday morning comes again. Our next 
target, the ‘family-friendly’ Episcopal Church near 
campus, is certainly that. A family of 5 sits with 
remarkable calm in the front row. Our children are out 
of earshot in the nursery, with some overly cheery and 
made up teenager. It's strange to sit so still for so long. 
There's a lovely fountain at the rear of the room which 
fills the silent moments in the service. A praise band 
and organ awkwardly lead us through a series of 
chants, before breaking into a praise chorus. The 
words of the chorus feel un-true, but I do my best to 
stuff down my judgementalism. I look around and 
imagine all the rich, complicated lives being lived by 
each person in the room... all the wonders and 
sorrows and miseries and joys that hide behind the 
Sunday morning faces.

Another Sunday, another church, this time a Lutheran 
one. Some of the hymns are familiar, the homily is 
challenging, and the pastor wants to sit and talk about 
CERN. Yet there's still no spark of home. How does one 
process all this? Do I worry too much? ‘Consider the 
lillies...’, and all that. I know, as much as I know 
anything, that home can be found or made anywhere, 
among any people. But the process is mysterious and 
sometimes painful, like much of life. There will come a 
day soon, when I will turn around and realize that I'm 
home. At church. At work. Even in the crumbling, 
beautiful city of South Bend. But until then, when I turn 
around, I see the home we've left behind us.
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